DOES PERL,
PYTHON AND TCL
LICENSING PUT
YOUR INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY AT RISK?
If you think software licensing and IP infringement lawsuits only affect the big
players with hundreds of millions of dollars on the line, you’re wrong.
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Avoiding legal trouble can be complicated when your IT or software development project includes thirdparty software components like open source
dynamic languages Perl, Python and Tcl. Too often, busy developers put their
companies at risk by glossing over or recklessly clicking through on licensing
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set of Unix utilities called BusyBox without publishing the source code, as
required under the GPL license. If Monsoon Multimedia Inc. had been found
guilty, BusyBox would have received damages, an injunction to stop the infringement and reimbursed court costs. The lawsuit was settled out of court1,
but this early case signaled a strong precedent for open source program-
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Model train enthusiast and software developer Robert Jacobsen started the
Java Model Railroad Interface (JMRI) open source project in 2000. His software — offered free under an open source license — controls train navigation on a track layout. Model train software vendor KAMIND Associates Inc.
violated the license by using Jacobsen’s code in a commercial product without adhering to license requirements. This contentious lawsuit lasted four
years. Jacobsen finally won the appeal in 20082 and received a settlement
payment in 2010.
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Palm Caught Out for Copyright Violation
Smartphone vendor Palm got a PR lashing when Artifex
Software sued the company for copyright violation in
2009. Artifex argued that the PDF viewer in Palm’s Pre
smartphone integrated its PDF rendering engine without
proper GNU GPL licensing. Where’s the evidence? Palm’s
own documentation admits to including Artifex’s technology. Regrettably, Artife Artifex says Palm neither bought
a commercial license nor complied with GPL terms3. The
lawsuit is ongoing.

FAIL-SAFE LICENSING WITH ACTIVESTATE
ENTERPRISE EDITION AND OEM LICENSING
ActiveState’s Enterprise Edition and OEM Licensing provides customers like CA, Cisco, and Rockwell Collins with
a fail-safe solution for guaranteed license compliance.
Our Enterprise Edition and OEM licensing for ActivePerl,
ActivePython and ActiveTcl eliminates all the administrative overhead and legal risk that can occur when you use
Perl, Python and Tcl, whether it’s for internal IT projects
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Just one year after settling with Monsoon Media, BusyBox
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developers agreed to dismiss yet another lawsuit out of
court, this time with bigwig Verizon Communications Inc.
Like Monsoon, Verizon turned a blind eye to GNU license
requirements. The settlement included an undisclosed
payment to the plaintiff. But that’s not the end of the
story. Currently, 14 manufacturers including Best Buy,
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Ensures compliance with open source support
requirements
Guarantees a full review all 3rd party licenses with
an assurance of no GPL
Indemnifies your company against potential copyright infringement lawsuits
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Saves developers and legal counsel the time and effort it takes to decipher hundreds of separate licenses
Protects your intellectual property
Eliminates legal fees for license reviews
Eradicates any risk of a damaged reputation due to an embarrassing lawsuit

Take the risk and worry out of open source licensing with ActiveState’s Enterprise Edition and
OEM Licensing solutions. Contact us today to get licensing peace of mind and guarantee your IP
safety.
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